Akashic Records Meditation
In this meditation, you will
access your Akashic Records
to receive clarity in your
current life’s purpose or
challenges. In doing so you can
heal from past life trauma, find
inspiration on your path to
awakening, and even be freed
from beliefs that no longer
serve you. If you access a
future life, your future self can
become a role model for you in
your present life. Through
concentration, shamanism, hypnotism and breath work, High Priestess Lindsey brings you
into a state of trance so that you can easily access your own Akashic Library.
1) Introduction (7 minutes)
--What are Akashic Records?
--How does learning about past and future lives benefit our present lives?
2) Connecting, Communication & Community (7 minutes)
--Participants are all sitting in a giant circle or circles within circles.
--They sit back to back, supporting each other, while sharing their name, their
passion, and why they came to the workshop with the person sitting across from them
who has their back to a different person.
3) Prayer and clearing space (7 minutes)
--High Priestesses say prayer and lead group through chant:
“Ong Namo Guru Dev Namo”
--High Priestess Angel Star Love smudges participants and space with sage and
crystals
4) Guidelines with Q & A (15 minutes)
--High Priestess explains guidelines for safety and how to get the most out of the
meditation. Guidelines document available upon request

5) Intention Setting/Asking Questions/Sharing (15 Minutes)
--Is there something affecting your current life that you can find no reason for?
--If you could ask the universe for any understanding of yourself at this moment,
what would it be?
--Everyone is given 5 minutes to write down their intention or question and five
minutes to share in the same formation as previously stated.
6) Meditation: 40 minutes --Meditation Script or recording available upon request.
7) Writing: (7 minutes)
--Participants write everything they remember from their visualization and any
insights pertaining to their intention or question.
8) Sharing (7 minutes)
--Participants again sit back to back in the same formation as before and share their
experience with the person in front of them.
9) Gratitude Dance and Chanting (15 minutes)
--Participants are led in a circle call and response dance, while holding hands. The
mantra Ek Ong Kar Sat Nam Siri Wahe Guru is explained before beginning as meaning
One Creator, Creation, Truth, and Identity. Great, beyond description: Teacher, a
Dispeller of Darkness. In other words we are giving thanks to our teachers, to the
universe, and divine consciousness for blessing us with a new understanding.
--DJ Galactic Seaman plays ambient/tribal.
--Everyone is led in a call and response chant 3 times
“Thank you! Thank you!
Great Creative Conscience!
For sharing these insights with us!
Ek Ong Kar
Sat Nam
Siri Wahe Guru”
--Music peaks for an ecstatic dance for last 3-5 minutes, as participants are
encouraged to cultivate forgiveness and release, or celebrate awakening to new
possibilities.

